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UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

VULCAN IRON WORKS,
Appellant,

vs.

SAMUEL R. SMITH et al.,

Appellees.

APPELLANT'S BRIEF.

This appeal is taken from the interlocutory decree of

the Circuit Court of the United States for the Northern

District of California, in which the letters patent sued on

were adjudged valid, the respondent, present appellant,

was held to have infringed said patent, and an injunction

granted restraining said defendant from further infringing.

The errors assigned, which will be found on page 568

of the printed record, number nineteen. Of these the

1st, 12th, 13th and 18th assignments concern the patent-

able novelty of the combinations set forth in the claims

involved in the suit; the 2d, 3d, 15th and 17th concern

the patentable invention of the said combinations; the

4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 16th and 19th

concern the question of infringement; and the remain-

ing assignment, to wit: the 14th, that the Court erred in

granting the interlocutory decree, is the natural sequence

of the assumption of error in other particulars.

Thus it will appear that the points upon which this ap-

pellant will rely to show error in the decree of the



Court below are four, namely: first, the absence of patent-

able novelty in the combinations of the claims involved;

second, the want of patentable invention in said com-

binations; third, the want of identity between the de-

vices of this appellant and those of the claims sued on,

and the consequent non-infringement thereof; and fourth,

the error of the Court below in granting the interlocu-

tory decree instead of dismissing the complainant's bill of

complaint.

The complainants' patent is No. 442,645, dated Dec.

10, 1890, and granted to 8. R. Smith, for improvement

in band-saw mills. This is complainants' exhibit D, and

will be found at page 422 of the printed record. The

class of sawing machines to which this patent relates is

known as " band-saw mills," the distinguishing name be-

ing naturally derived from the fact that the saw is in the

shape of an endless band, as contradistinguished from a

straight saw, or from a circular saw. To utilize an end-

les- band-saw, it is stretched over and between two large

wheels, one above, called the upper band-wheel, and one

below, called the lower band-wheel These wheels arc

sufficiently separated to provide a clear space between

them, and in this space the lumber to be sawed is fed

against the toothed edge of the rapidly running band.

In the patent sued on. the endless band-saw is seen in

dotted lines, fig. 4, passing over the upper and Lower

band-wheels, which are similarly dotted. The franc

the mill consists of a base plate A (figure 1). an upright

column C, a horizontal portion D, extending from the

front of the column in a plane between the tWO band-

wheels, an upright portion I>
!

,
rising from tic horizontal



portion D, outside of the vertical plane of the upper

band- wheel, and a downwardly extending portion D2
, de-

pending from the horizontal portion outside of the vertical

plane of the lower hand-wheel. The lower band-wheel

is mounted upon a shaft E, which has a bearing at each

end. The inner bearing is in a hanger E 1

, depending

from the base plate A, and the outer bearing is in the

lower end of the portion D*
J

. The upper band-wheel is

mounted upon a shaft F 1

, which also has a bearing at each

end. The inner bearing is in a tube h %
which is secured

to the upright column C, and the outer bearing is in the

top of the portion D1
. The parts thus far described con-

stitute all of the machine necessary to an understanding

of claims 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the patent, said claims being a

portion of those involved, and which have been held to

be valid and to have been infringed.

In order to proceed without confusion we deem it best

to now direct attention to these claims.

Claim 1, is as follows: " 1. In a band-saw mill, the

combination, with the band-wheels and main supporting

frame or column, of an integral standard carrying the

front bearings of the upper and lower band-wheel shafts,

said standard being attached to the front side of said

main frame or column between said band-wheels, sub-

stantially as hereinbefore set forth."

The elements of this combination claim are: 1st, the

two band-wheels; 2d, the main frame or column (re-

presented by C); 3d, an integral standard attached to

the front side of the main frame or column between the

band-wheels, said standard carrying the front bearings of

the upper and lower band-wheel shafts, this element



being represented by the portions D, D\ Da
. Xo other

qualifications of these several elements are to be con-

sidered in this claim than those mentioned. Departure

from this rule will at once lead to establishing identity

between this claim and succeeding ones, in which other

qualifications are expressly made, thereby showing a plain

intention to omit them from the 1st claim. Consequently

the 1st element of claim one is any band-wheels; the 2d

element is any main frame or column, without regard to

its construction in other particulars than that it shall be

a main frame or column, and the third element is a

standard qualified only in the three particulars: first,

that it shall be an integral one; second, attached to the

front of the main frame at a point between the band-

wheels; and third, that it shall support the front bearings

of the upper and lower band-wheel shafts.

Appellant contends first, that the combination of this

claim lacks patentable novelty; second, lack> patentable

invention, and third, that it is not infringed by the

machine of said appellant; these contentions being, with

regard to this claim, three of the errors assigned on this

appeal.

I.

Patentable Novelty.

By this is meant that the device or combination of the

claim was QOl new at the time of its invention by the

patentee or, in other words, that it was anticipated. To

substantiate thifl we direct attention first to the English

Talent to William Newberry, No. 3J05 of L808. This



is respondent* Exhibit 36 and is found at page 563 of the

printed record. We have, for convenience, reproduced

the principle figure of this patent. This dawing shows

every element of appellees' first claim. It has, 1st,

band-wheels. 2d, A main supporting frame or column

(A). 3d, An integral standard (the opposite half of the

frame) which carries the front bearings of the upper and

lower band-wheel shafts, and which is secured to the

front side of the main frame or column between the

band-wheels (by the cross-bar shown).

We next refer to U. S. patent to W. F. Parish, No.

388,069, August 21, 1888. This is respondent's exhibit

27, and will be found at page 501 of the printed record.
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We print in this brief, herewith,

Ld'u^mt a skeleton cut of fig. 2 of this pat-

Patented Aug. 21, 1888. ent. From this patent it will be

No. 388,069. . , . ( ,

seen that every element ot claim

one of appellees' patent is shown.

It has, 1st, band-wheels; 2d, a

main supporting frame or column,

and 3d, an integral standard which

is secured to the main frame be-

tween the band-wheels, and car-

ries the front bearings of the

upper and lower band-wheel

shafts.

Attention is next called to the

U. S. patent to C. Meiners, No.

246,330, August 30, 1881. This

is respondent's Exhibit 16, and

will be found on page 467 of

the printed record. Its frame

(figures 1 and 2), is composed

I\of the uprights C and G\ the

/ 'i ' I'l'i'i 1

'

1

' \ base B and top piece D. It

has the band-wheels E and E 1

. These are carried by

shafts II and H\ the inner ends of which are journaled

in bearings on the upright C 1

. Their outer ends are car-

ried in what is termed an auxiliary piece or support C8
,

Which is secured to the upright O between the band-

wheels, by means of a bracket C3
, though the specifica-

tion expressly states that the auxiliary support C may be

"made or casl with the upright C, or it may be made in

one separate piece or in two parts.
1 ' This patent, there-



fore, shows every element of claim one of the patent

sued on, for it discloses, 1st, the band-wheels; 2d, amain

supporting frame or column (C1

), and 3d, an integral

standard (C2

), secured to the main frame between the

band-wheels, and carrying the front bearings of the upper

and lower band-wheel shafts.

The next patent to which we refer is that to DeWitt

C. Prescott, No. 369,881, September 13, 1887. This is

respondent's exhibit 24, and will be found on page 487

of the printed record. This patent describes and shows

the band-wheels C and F, a column B, a bracket a, se-

cured to said column, and extending downwardly to carry

the front bearing of the lower band-wheel shaft, and a

bracket D (shown but not lettered in fig. 2, but shown

and lettered in fig. 1), which is secured to the column,

and extends upwardly and carries the bearing of the

upper band-wheel shaft. This patent, to which we call

especial attention, and to which we shall hereinafter often

refer, presents within itself all the points for which we

contend; it might serve as a single reference and found-

ation for all our points, rendering those previously men-

tioned unnecessary, were it not for the fact, which will be

evident to the Court upon a review of the testimony, that

the position of the appellees shifts according to the ne-

cessity of avoiding anticipation on the one hand and

making out infringement on the other. Thus, with re-

gard to the Prescott Patent just mentioned (respondent's

exhibit 24), to save anticipation, it may be pointed out by

appellees that although it discloses the band-wheels and

the column, it does not disclose an integral standard, even

though the parts a and D of Prescott are each rigidly
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bolte<l (the very bolt-head- being - en in fig. 1) to the

column between the band-wheels, and even though these

part- form supports for the front bearings of the band-

wheel shafts. Yet, on the other hand, when the question

of infringement arises, and the appellant'- mill is shown

to have it- standard formed in two pieces, each bolted to

the column, the qualifying adjective "'integral" is dropped

out of sight. However, we shall consider thi> in due

time: and for the purposi - : the present consideration

of strict anticipation, contend that this Prescott Patent

shows every element of the first claim of the patent

sued on. and form- a combination embodying the .-ame

a of means as that of said claim, and substantially' ml

identical therewith.

Before closing the consideration of anticipation of

claim one. it will be necessary to consider the position

heretofore taken by counsel for appellee> and the

direction of testimony elicited to that end. The claim

-

itent -peak for themselves, but it ha.- been -ought to

inject into the cac statement of what the patentee

Smith regarded as hi- invention. He has testi-

hi- invention was the provision of an outside

column fastened in between tin- two wheel- -<> that the

saw could b.- taken off and put on without taking the

other column out of the way. 3 Smith's testimony

X.-Q. 1 -7 o, L97, pages 203, 204, and X.-Q. 233 to 235,

page 210 With tin- for a basis it i- pointed out that in

tin- Newberry Patent
|
Res. Ex., 36), no provision is

made at all t<» take tin- -aw out; in tin- Parish Patent

I
Res. Ex., -'7

. portions of tin- legs are mad.- removable

to take the saw out and in the Meniere' Patent (Res. Ex.,
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16), the screws //must be manipulated to take the saw-

out. Several answers are to be made to this. The first

is that none of the claim- of the patent sued on says a

word about anv adaptability to remove the saw, nor does

any imply such a thing. The only qualification of the

outside column, in this respect, is that it shall be attached

to the main frame between the band-wheels. This does

not exclude its attachment thereto above and below also,

for this has actually been done both in the Meiners'

Patent above and below and in the Parish Patent below,

and vet the saw can be removed. Nor do the claims say

anything about " without having to take the other column

out of the way."

The second answer is, that the body of the specification

of the patent sued on nowhere mentions this as an object

sought, nor hints that this formed any part of the inven-

tion. The only portion which can be tortured into any-

thing of this nature is at the beginning of Smith's speci-

fications, where he says: " First, to so improve the sup-

porting frame of band-saw mills that the operative parts

maybe readily applied in position for use, and, when once

adjusted, they will be firmly and permanently supported

in true alignment." But the third and conclusive answer

is, that what Smith said was his [invention, could not be,

because the prior Prescott Patent (Res. Ex., 24), shows

that very thing, namely, the provision of an outside sup-

port fastened in between the two wheels, so that the saw

can be taken of! and put on without taking that outside

support out of the way. And the patentee Smith knew

this at the time he made his application, for he says in

his specification: "In machines of this kind heretofore
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constructed the supports for the bearings of the upper

and lower hand-wheels were made separate and inde-

pendently attached to the supporting frame/' This ap-

plies to just such a construction as the Prescott Patent

shows, and Smith could not but have known that the saw

in such a machine could be readily removed and replaced

in precisely the same manner as his could be. and by

reason of an identical construction, namely, the same

arrangement and location of the outer support with rela-

tion to the band-wheels and the main column.

Tt is evident, therefore, that it is doing violence to the

plain terms of this claim one of the patent (as also of

claim- 2, 3 and 4), to read into it such a qualification of

the standard, when it was not new with Smith, and when

it is morally certain that if such qualification had been

expressly introduced, the claim would have been rejected

upon reference to Prescott's Patent, which, had the Ex-

aminer in the Patent Office so understood the meaning of

that claim, would have been Bet upas a perfect anticipa-

tion to say nothing of the Meiners' Patent, which ex-

pressly provides for the removal of the saw in precisely

tin- same manner, namely, by leaving a space h at each

oixl of the auxiliary support C. Claim one of the Smith

Patent, therefore, must be construed according to it-

plain term-, and a- 3< i eon-trued it is fully anticipated by

the prior Newberry, Parrish, Meiners and Prescott pat-

ent-.

Tin- law upon the subject of anticipation i> well settled,

and our reliance upon the plain facts of the prior patents

i- so perfect that we have no other desire than to bring

our contention within the strictest rule that can be urged.
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We are aware that a combination cannot be technically

anticipated by picking one element out of one patent,

another from another patent and a third from a third pat-

ent, and then by putting them together claim anticipation.

This has been expressly negatived in many cases. But

we do not contend otherwise. We claim that we have shown

the entire combination, the same combination, the same

union of elements, working together under the same co-

operative law, disclosing the same idea of means and

producing the same result in the same way. This is

anticipation.

II.

Want of Invention.

Still, for the sake of continuity of argument, consider-

ing claim one of the patent sued on, we state, under other

assignments of error, that said claim is entirely lacking

in patentable invention. The history of patent law

shows that in early days more, if not the only attention

was given to the consideration of the directly expressed

statutory requisites of patentability, namely novelty and

utility. But within the past ten years the courts have

with great unanimity and with searching strictness looked

for what always should have been the first requisite,

namely, invention. It is often stated that not every dis-

covery or new thing is patentable. To be patentable it

must be an invention in the sense of the patent law.

This has been difficult to define, and the Supreme Court

itself in the case of McClain vs. Ortmeyer, 141 U. S., 419,

has said that it cannot be defined strictly, but that what-

ever invention be, it is something beyond mere mechani-

cal skill, and the courts have by a process of exclusion
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said that certain things cannot be invention. Each case

must stand on its own facts and consequently we find

that the courts have always looked into these facts, an

operation which requires, first of all, a thorough investiga-

tion into the state of the art as it existed at the time of

the making of the alleged invention, in order to see

first, what the alleged invention is, and then to determine

whether it be something beyond mere mechanical skill.

This process of investigation has now become as familiar

to the courts as the details of daily routine. All species

of patent claims are subjected to it, and on account of

the greater number of combination claims, the exact

steps of the process with regard to them are as well

known as hundreds of cases can make them. This Court

will, therefore, find no difficulty in pursuing the investi-

gation, it being our task to set before it the plain facts of

the prior art. In pursuing this subject of want of inven-

tion, it may be well to state that the rule differs from that

of anticipation, in that we are entitled to discuss any

feature of the prior art having any bearing on the alleged

invention, either on the whole or on any part of it, and

upon a summary of the facts disclosed, subtract the result

from the alleged invention, and thus discover the re-

mainder. The lest of patentable invention is then to he

applied to this remainder. The first step in this consid-

eration is to find out from the claim of the patent and

from such portions of the specifications and drawing- B8

may legitimately explain the elaim, just what the thing

i- which the claim expresses. Claim one of the patent

sued on is tor a single entire combination. A combina-

tion of elements, even though each and every element
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thereof be old of itself, is confessedly patentable provided

it produces, as a combination, a new and useful result.

This result must be one produced by the joint action of

all the elements, and obviously must in some sense be

made up of the functions and purposes of each element.

Now, in analyzing this claim, we find that the first ele-

ment, namelv, the band-wheels are older than Smith's

invention, and their function in his combination cannot

possibly be any different than their function in any prior

band-mill. They carry the band-saw, and that is all.

The same may be said of the second element, to wit: the

main supporting frame or column. All the prior patents

heretofore mentioned contain this element, and it serves

in each precisely the same purpose. The third element

of the claim is a standard; it has two expressed qualifi-

cations and one expressed function. Its qualifications are

that it shall be an integral standard, and that it shall be

attached to the main frame between the band-wheels.

Its expressed function is that it shall carry the upper and

lower band-wheel shafts. As to why it is thus qualified

we mav look to the specification. That states that in

machines of this class constructed before, the supports

for the bearings of the upper and lower band-wheel were

made separate ami independently attached to the sup-

porting frame, and the strain of the saw tended to draw

the upper and lower band-wheels at an angle to each

other, thereby causing the saw to run unevenly. Evi-

dently, to remedy this defect, namely, the tendency oi

the saw under strain to pull the band-wheels at an angle

to each other, the patentee has introduced his first quali-

fication into his claim, making his standard an " integral'
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one. Now, whether this word "integral" be considered

as defining a single casting or more than one, is immaterial

to the present consideration, because in either case his

plain object is to provide a standard which is strong

enough to resist the tendency of the strain of the saw to

pull the two wheels to an angle with each other. A
standard, pure and simple, secured to the main frame,

and carrying the upper and lower band-wheel shafts was

not new. It is shown in Newberry's Patent (respond-

ent's exhibit 36), in Parish's Patent (respondent's ex-

hibit 27), in Meiner's Patent (respondent's exhibit 16),

in Prescott's Patent (respondent's exhibit 24). In each

of these this standard was there for the same purpose as

that of Smith, as far as the carrying of the band-wheel

shafts was concerned. But Smith says they were not

strong enough to resist the tendency of the strain of the

sawT
. This is what, at present, we may consider, in a

broad sense, his word " integral " refers to.

Therefore, if, as it would appear, the first qualification

of his standard is one referring to mere strength, this

obviously does not amount to invention. It is within the

domain of the simplest mechanical skill. It would be

absurd to consider that Smith at his period of the state of

the art was the first to discover the disad vantage of allowing

the band-wheels to be drawn together under the strain

of the saw. That would be obvious to anyone skilled in

the manufacture of band-mills. Meiners', in his prior

patent, says that the more rigid the support for the front

bearings of the band-wheel shaft the more tension cm be

given to the saw, moaning that there will be no tendency,

under this strain, to cause the wheels to draw together.
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Parish, in his patent of 1888, states this disadvantage of

mills prior to his time, saying that in some mills the

wheels overhang the standard or column, and in others

light outside supports are used but in either case the

objection is " that the great strain brought upon the saw

tends to throw downward the free or unsupported end of

the upper shaft or the end that carries the wheel, so that

the saw does not run evenly." Here we .have the exact

statement of this disadvantage, and Parish proceeds to

state the same remedy for it that Smith intimates, namely,

providing an outside support strong enough to resist this

tendency, and even an integral outside support. The

purpose of the second expressed qualification of Smith's

standard namely, its attachment to the main frame

between the wheels may be now conceded to be to per-

mit the saw to be readily removed from and replaced

upon the wheels. But this was not original with Smith.

The Meiners' Patent of 1881, expressly provides for this

and by the same manner and place of attachment of the

standard, namely between the wheels. The auxiliary

support C2
is made shorter than the distance between the

top and bottom bars D, B, leaving spaces h at each end

to permit, as is expressly stated the removal of the saw.

It is true Meiners' also provided for further bracing the

auxiliary support by means of the screws //, but these

were adapted to clear the spaces // // readily to allow the

saw to be removed. They do not affect the mere pro-

blem of the removal of the saw over the ends of the out-

side support, nor detract in any way from the certainty

that this desideration was not original with Smith. In
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the accompanying sketch of the Meiners' drawing, the

C. MEINEttS.
BAND SAWMILL.

.No. 24C,330.

Patented Aug. 30, 1881.

f

£- #

c*
c

28"

J
screws //have been omitted, and the outermost upright

and top bar are made in dotted lines, while the dotted

lines behind the upright C1 are made to show the mere

Btrengthing of that upright into a technical column. All

this is done without the slightest exercise of invention and

within the bounds of mechanical skill, and even of the

commonest mechanical knowledge, whereby the re-

semblance to a mill such as Smith's becomes apparent.

The sameobject and means for effecting it are disclosed

in the Parrish Patent. In this the outside standard has

its main connection between the saws, and provision is
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made for removing the saw by means of removable sec-

tions below. The Prescott Patent of 1887 fully discloses

this adaptability to remove and replace the saw perfectly,

and by the same construction as that shown by Smith.

His outside standard or standards, a D, Figs. 1 and 2,

are connected to the main column between the wheels

and are not connected elsewhere. The saw can be re-

moved and replaced without breaking through anything,

and this adaptability of this construction is not depend-

ant on nor affected by the making of the outside support

a D, in one or in two parts.

The same is true of the Brophy Patent, No. 261,570,

July 25, 1882, respondent's Ex., 35, found on page 557

of the printed record. This has band-wheels, a main

frame or column and an outer support for the front bear-

ings of the band-wheel shafts, which said support is con-

nected to the main frame or column by the arm B at a

point between the wheels and nowhere else, thus per-

mitting the saw to be removed and replaced in precisely
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the same manner. We print herewith a skeleton cut of

this Brophy mill, which shows clearly this feature.

J. A. BROPHY
Patented July 25, 1882

No. 261,579.

We have thus shown that the combination of Smith's
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first claim effects nothing new; nothing different from

what was known; its elements are all old and they as a

combination effect no new result. We have shown, on

the contrary, that what it does effect is old, that its several

ideas are old and that none of them originated with Smith.

We have also shown that if any different result is reached

it is one of mere degree and cannot and does not amount

to invention.

The process of analyzation which we have been mak-

ing with respect to the combination of claim one, in order

to find out the invention if any there be, in said claim is

precisely that of the adjudicated cases, and is paralleled

by many in the Supreme Court of the United States,

some of which, on account of their entire applicability to

the matter in hand, we desire to cite briefly.

We will first refer to the case of Consolidated Roller

Mill Company vs. Walker, 138 U.S., 124. In this case,

the claims of the patent sued on, which was for an im-

provement in roller-grinding mills, were all combination

claims. The opinion of the Circuit Judge was taken as

correct and adopted by the Supreme Court. The Court

first quoted the patent and the claims, and then stated

wherein from these the novel ideas were indicated. But

upon reference to a prior patent it was found these ideas

were old. The Court then turned to a consideration of

machinery employed in the arts generally and found cer-

tain things to be "old and familiar expedients," others to

be " old and very common in machine shops and fac-

tories of various kinds." It then said that it was unable

to discover any patentable subject-matter in the claim

and that it falls directly within the established principle
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that the application of an old process, machine or device,

to a like or analogous purpose, with no change in the

mode of application and no result substantially different

in its nature will not sustain a patent, even if the new

form of result was not before contemplated.

The opinion then states that certain applications of

devices to obviate certain difficulties did not originate

witli the patentee, and that even were it conceded that

his peculiar arrangement is attended with better result* than

had been attained previously, still this would not sustain

the patent, for the mere carrying forward of an original

conception resulting in an impro it in degree *>/kj>/>/

is not invention, citing Burt vs. Evory, 133 U. S., 349;

and that the conclusion is unavoidable that the claim re-

lied on evinces only the exercise of ordinary mechani-

cal or engineering skill, citing Hollister vs. Benedict

Mfg. Co., 113 U. S., 59; Thompson vs. B r, 114

U. S., 1; Ai"n vs. Manhattan Railway Co., 132 D. 8.,

84; Hill vs. Wooster, 132 U. S., 693, 701; Howe JMachim

Co. vs. National Needle Co*, 134 Q. 8., 388.

This ease is certainly applicable to the one at bar. We
have shown that the band-wheels did not originate with

Smith, nor the main frame or column, nor an outer sup-

port which carried the front bearings of the upper and

lower band-wheel shafts, nor an outer support which was

secured to the main frame between the two band-wheels,

nor an outer support which, by reason of this point of at-

tachment, allowed the ready removal of the saw, nor, it

we take the word " integral'' strictly of an outer support

made in a single piece. n<>r if we take it to mean simply

" rigidity " of an outer support which was Strong, nor <»!'
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an outer support which would hold the shafts of the band-

wheels steady and avoid their tendency to being drawn

together under the strain of the saw. What then of in-

vention docs the claim evince, what does it do that had

not been before contemplated, what new result different

in kind from what had preceded, does it attain? The

conclusion is unavoidable that it evinces no invention,

that it contemplates no different result and attains none,

unless by being stronger, it is therefore better. But this

is not invention. It is but an improvement in degree. It

is whollv within the domain of mechanical skill and is a

mere workshop expedient.

In the same light we cite the case of Derby vs. Thomp-

son, 14G U. S., 476. The claim involved in this ease was

also a combination for an improvement in a combined

child's chair and carriage. Mr. Justice Brown, in de-

livering the opinion of the Court, said:

"If Mr. Kenna had been the first to invent a high

chair, which, by a simple mechanical arrangement, could

be converted into a rolling chair or carriage, by the aid

of a bail, which served alternately for the support of the

high chair and as a push-bundle for the rolling chair, his

patent would doubtless be entitled to a liberal construc-

tion. Such a device is at once ingenious, useful, compact

and convenient. He was not, however, the first in this

field of invention."

The Justice then refers to the prior art, and shows

what the patentee was not entitled to claim. He then

asks.
kk What, then, has Mr. Kenna done? " He answers

it by saying that he has taken the chairs of the prior art,

and made a chair more compact than one and perhaps
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more convenient than all. The conclusion is, " While

the question is not altogether free from doubt, the major-

it v of the Court are not disposed to accord to the changes

made by Kenua the merit of invention." With the

knowledge of the prior art which the law assumes him to

have had, by reason of its very existence, " it required

nothing more than the skill of an ordinary mechanic to

adopt the most valuable features of each in the construc-

tion of a new chair.''

In Ryan vs. Hard, 145 U. S., 241. the same process of

reasoning was adopted to arrive at the same conclusion.

The opinion of the Circuit Court, which was affirmed by

the Supreme Court, picked out the essential feature of the

invention from the combinations of the claims, and recited

the several advantages. " It then proceeds: " Every ele-

ment ot the combination covered by these claims was

concededly old and well-known at the date of the patent."

It then compares them with the prior art, and show^

wherein the change was made. It is then asked, " 1>

there patentable novelty in this change? It is thought

not. If the patentees had been the first to introduce

woven wire into the art, there would be more difficulty

in reaching this conclusion, but they were not." The

Court concluded that the changes made by the patent.

were only those which would occur to a mechanic who

had skill enough to adapt the heavy ami cumbersome

joint t<» the new circumstances.

Similarly tin- ease ot' Aaron vs. Manhattan Rail-

way Company, L32 U.S., 84, proceeds in this line of

reasoning. The claims involved were all combination

claims. Tin- Conn examined the prior state of the art
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and found therein all the ideas of the claims. After ap-

plying these the Court concludes: " The patentee is en-

titled to the merit of being the first to conceive of the

convenience and utility of a gate opening and closing

mechanism which could be operated efficiently by an at-

tendant in the new situation. * * * * * If these

changes involve only the exercise of ordinary mechan-

ical skill, they do not sanction the patent."

In Union Edge Setter Co. vs. Keith, 139 U. 8., 530, it

was held that the claim sued on lacked invention, all the

elements being old, and even though the result was a

more perfect machine.

In Bussell Trimmer Company vs. Stevens, 137 U. S.

423, the patent was held to be void for want of patentable

invention. This case is particularly applicable to the

one at bar. The Court, on page 433, says: "The evidence

taken, as a whole, shows that all of those claimed ele-

ments are to be found in various prior patents. Some in

one patent and some in another, but all performing like

functions in well-known inventions having the same ob-

ject as the Orcutt Patent." This is true of the elements

of Smith's first claim, now under consideration. Again,

on page 435, the Court proceeds: " But the patent before

as is no such case. The most that can be said of it is

that it shows, on the part of Orcutt, great industry in ac-

quiring a thorough knowledge of what others had done

in the attempt to trim shoe soles in a rapid and improved

mode, by the various devices perfected by patents for

that purpose, good judgment in selecting and combining

the best of them, with no little mechanical skill in their

application; but it presents no discoverable trace of
4
the
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riginal thought." Thi> may be truly said of

what Smith has done in the present ease. In the final

paragraph, on page 435, the Court says: " It may be ad-

mitted that Oreutt's later patent performed the work it

signed to accomplish in a better and more work-

manlike manner than any of the preceding cutters pat-

ent- - - already stated, there were constant

improvements in the art t<» which it relates.

5, it $ti & oj - s of patent*

$h t - bject. As & .

lures of thos

rtain extent, improved upon them.

- h improvement, however, was an improvement in

>nly, and was, therefore, not patentable. Burt

vs. V 133 T. S., 349, and s - there cited."

In this - : B - vs. V . L33 I
. S., « ist

1. the patent was held invalid - ing a change

in form and arrangement resulting in an improvement

Jy. The doctrine i- here reiterated that it

i- not invention t<» combine old device> into a new article

without producing a new mode of operation.

In / - -.;::: I". >.. - it ie held that

there is do patentable invention when it require- only

mechanical -kill top; - the patented device from what

•

I,,
/•'

vs.
-

. 137 1 B 64, it ifl held that

irrang« -m. nt or grouping of parts <»r element

a j. >1 article, which ifl the mere result ol mechanical

jii'i_ • and the hanical skill,

i- n«»t invention."

In Box .' a. A x Co., 134 U.
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S., 388, on page 397, the Court says: " In the employ-

ment of the chuck, the rest, the cutting tool and the

guide cam in the making of awls and needles, the pat-

entees displayed the skill of their calling, which involved

only the exercise of the ordinary faculties of reasoning upon

the materials supplied by a special knowledge, and the

facility of manipulation which results from its habitual

and intelligent practice."

We deem it unnecessary to multiply these cases.

These are the later ones and are founded upon principles

often enunciated. The Court will find no difficulty in

considering these cases nor in applying them to the case

at bar, for we have shown a precisely similar state of facts.

We have shown that Smith made no invention, and un-

less he did, then he was not entitled to a patent for, as is

said in Bill vs. Wooster, 132 U. 8., 61)3, on page 700.

" This Court, however, has repeatedly held that, under

the Constitution and the Acts of Congress, a person, to be

entitled to a patent, must have invented or discovered

some new and useful art, machine, manufacture or com-

position of matter, or some new and useful improvement

thereof, and that it is not enough that a thing shall be

new, in the sense that in the shape or form in which it is

produced, it shall not have been before known, and that

it shall be useful, but it must, under the Constitution and

the statute, amount to an invention or discovery."

III.

Non-Infringement.

We shall now contend that should this first claim ot

the patent sued on be held not to be anticipated and not
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to lack patentable invention that we have not infringed

it. To determine infringement we must first determine

the scope of the claim alleged to be infringed. This is

done by construing it, first, by its plain terms; second, by

the prior state of the art, and third, by the circumstances

attending the application for the patent usually con-

tained in the file wrapper.

First. The terms of the claim are plain in all particu-

lars save one, and this would be plain were it not for the

attempt of the appellee Smith to invest the word " in-

tegral " occurring in said claim as qualifying the standard,

with a meaning other than its obvious one. This word

as ordinarily understood means " single ' or " formed

with." An integral standard is a single one. Those

skilled in descriptive writing such as the preparation of

patent specifications are fond of the word and invariably

use it to donate a part formed with another as a single

thing and in contradistinction to a separate part which is

connected with another as by bolts. If both are in-

tended the expression is " formed with or connected to."

That the term " integral " as used in this claim means,

and was intended to mean, " single," is indisputably

proven by the express terms of the specification, from

which we quote as follows:

" Its object is also to lessen the number of parts usually

considered necessary in this class of devices."

" In machines of this kind, heretofore constructed, the

supports for the bearings <>!' the upper and lower hand-

wheels were made separate and independently attached

to the supporting frame. To over-

come these delects I have provided a Singh Casting,
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which is firmly secured to the supporting frame

in such manner as to receive the front bearings of both

band-wheels."

"The front support of the band-wheel shaft is a single

hollow casting, consisting of the horizontal portion D
* * * and the vertical columns D 1 DV
"The same casting also confines the hood D3

* * * * to assist in holding the forward casting to

the frame C."

" The shaft G is supported upon brackets which project

inward from the rear of column C and the front of the

casting D, D\ DV
In claim 2, "the hollow casting D, D\ DV
In claim 3, "A support for the front bearings of the

band-wheel shafts, having the flanged horizontal portion

D, to be secured to the supporting frame, and the vertical

arms D 1 D2
cast in one piece with said central portion."

In claim 4, "the front support for the band-wheel

shafts, consisting of the casting D, D\ DV
Nowhere in the specifications is there any intimation

of any other form of this support than a single casting.

Second. The state of the art, if it be found not to

anticipate and not to show want of invention, precludes

certainly the expansion of this standard to mean two or

more pieces. The Prescott Patent of 1887 shows two

pieces, forming an outside support, having the same ob-

jects and effecting the same results as the one piece of

Smith. The Brophy Patent of 1882 shows three pieces,

having the same objects and results. If Smith's standard

is integral only, in being rigid and strong, by reason of

being parts of a whole, connected firmly together in any
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manner, bolting or otherwise, then it is no different from

Prescott's and Brophy's. It can only be different in be-

ing a single easting.

Third. The proceedings in the Patent Offiee, on the

Smith application, conclusively prove the true meaning of

the word "integral" to be "single." They preclude all

doubt upon the subject, and under the well-established

doctrine of scores of cases, estop him and his assignee,

the appellees herein, from saying anything else.

By referring to the copy of the file wrapper of Smith's

application, respondent's Exhibit 3, page 433, of printed

record, it will be seen that the original first claim of

Smith was as follows: " 1. In a band-saw mill the com-

bination of a supporting frame and the support for the

front bearings of the band-wheel shaft, said support being

formed of a xin<//<' piece and secured to said supporting-

frame substantially as hereinbefore set forth." It is thus

evident that the idea of a " single ' front support was

present at the very beginning, and that Smith contem-

plated no other kind. That the Examiner so understood

tin- claim is very apparent from his actions and state-

ments. He at first rejected this claim on a reference to

a prior patent, without other comment than to say it was not

distinguished from the reference. In answer to this. Smith,

without then changing this claim, asked for a recon-

sideration, and in support of his request -aid that the re-

ference did not show a support for the upper and lower

front bearings of his band-wheels separate from the rear

bearing The Examiner thereupon, acting on this re-

quest, agaiu rejected claim one on the same reference,

which he said showed a support tor the front bearing
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the band-wheel shaft, formed of a single piece and secured

to the supporting frame of the table, and that is all claim

one calls for. Now, before Smith cancelled this claim,

the Examiner of Interferences threw his application into

interference with another application, and the Patent

Office itself framed as an issue for that interference the

present first claim of the patent. The use of the word

" integral" was here made for the first time and it was

made by the Examiner, who, as we have shown, clearly

understood Smith's claim for his front support to be for a

"single" support, and he used the term as synonymous

with " single," saying that the issue thus framed involved

the substance of claim 2 of Smith, which it will be seen

uses the words "hollow casting D, D 1

,
DV He also

stated that the original first claim was not in this inter-

ference because it stood rejected and would have to be

cancelled afterwards. Accordingly, at the close of the

interference on the above issue, Smith cancelled the

original first claim, and substituted therefor the present

first claim, which was the issue framed by the Patent

Office. It is thus demonstrated that no other idea was

present to Smith nor to the Patent Office Examiner

than the " singleness" of this front support.

But a final argument on this point is to be derived

from the fact that if the Examiner had understood

Smith's claim, or his own issue for the interference to re-

fer to other than a " single " outside support, he would

never have framed such an issue, for if a support made in

more than one piece could have been construed as falling

within the terms of the claim, he would have been com-

pelled to reject it wholly upon reference to the Prescott
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Patent of 1887, and the Brophy Patent of 1882, both of

which disclose every element of the claim and issue so

construed. He would likewise have been compelled to

reject the claim upon the patent to W. M. Wilkin, No.

406,322, July 2, 1889 (respondents Exhibit 29), found on

page 516, of the printed record, for this patent was then

issued and shows a support made in three pieces, two

upright and one horizontal piece and all bolted together.

He would also have been compelled to include in the

interference the application of J. C. Slocum, which was

then on file and which afterwards resulted in Patent No.

434,731, Aug. 19, 1890, (respondents Exhibit 33), which

shows the support in two pieces. On the contrary the

application with which he did throw it into interference,

namely, Cunningham's, showed the front standard as a

single one. Counsel for complainants in his brief in the

( ourt below stated that Cunningham's standard was in

two pieces bolted to the main frame and abutting upon

each other, but in this he is mistaken; for by looking at

Cunningham's Patent, No. 427,404, May 0,1890, (re-

spondents Exhibit 31, page 537, of printed record) which

was the patent resulting from this interference, it will be

seen that the front standard consists of the standard A ,

and a defending bracket A4
,
" formed integrally there-

with ' as is expressly stated and is clearly shown in

Figures 1 and 2. All these considerations leave no

doubt that the first claim of the Smith Patent must be

construed to include as one of its elements a "single
11

Standard for supporting the front hearings of the hand-

wheel shafts and must he confined to a standard cast or

made in a single piece.
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The appellants' mill has no front standard made in a

single piece. There is no pretense of this. It is proven

by all the testimony that its mill has its front standard

made in two pieces, separately bolted to the main frame

or column. In this it is like the prior Prescott Patent

of 1887. It has been shown that appellant has made two

mills. One was made and sold prior to the issuance of

the patent in suit, and could not, no matter what might

have been its construction, be an infringement, as far as

this appellant is concerned. In this mill, however, the

two parts of the standard, in addition to being bolted sep-

arately to the main frame or column, were bolted together

a- were the corresponding parts of the Wilken Patent.

But still they were not a single casting, were not a casting,

and were not a casting in one piece. But the second mill

had not even the two parts of its standard bolted together,

but these were simply bolted to the main frame or column.

These are facts about which there is no dispute. It is

evident, therefore, that appellants' mill does not infringe

the first claim sued on, for that claim is and must be

limitted strictly to a single casting, and cannot be in-

fringed by a mill in which the front standard is not a

single casting. The process by which courts arrive at

conclusions of non-infringement by limitation of claim to

conform to the state of the art, is precisely that which

we have followed out.

A few examples will suffice.

In Derby vs. Thompson, 146 U. S., 476, cited above, the

Court, after considering the claim sued on in the light of

the prior art, and saying that the majority of the judges

were unwilling to concede any patentable invention to it,
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says, on page 482: " But even conceding that the Kenna

device does involve a patentable novelty, we are all of the

opinion that his claim should receive a narrow construc-

tion, and that, in this aspect of the case, neither of the

defendants' chairs can be said to infringe."

In Hqff vs. Iron Clad Manufacturing Co., 139 U. SM

326, the Court says: "To ascertain the exact scope of this

patent it is necessary to examine the state of the art at

the time it was issued." Having done this, it confined

the claim, even if it could be supported at all, to a certain

small feature, and under this "narrow construction'

riven to the claim, it found there was no infringement.

Tlie Court also said, page 331: "It may be true that

Reynolds conceived the idea of his hod from an exam-

ination of the Hoflf device; but he is none the less en-

titled to claim that the Horf Patent had been anticipated

by prior devices, especially when such devices appear to

show a complete anticipation of his own. Indeed, both

parties seem to have been gleaning in a field already

open to the public."

An instructive case, in which the claim was limited

by the express terms of the specifications, is Snow vs.

LakeShon and Michigan Southern Railway (V, 121 U.

g., 617. In this case the specifications mentioned but

once the fact that the piston rod and piston were detached

from each other, and in one other place, intimated an ad-

vantage of this construction. The claim simply recited

certain elements without any mention of this particular

Connection between the rod and piston. The defendants'

device \va> very similar to that of the patent, but it> rod

and piston were not detachable. The Circuit Judge upon
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the bearing of the case below said that, although the com-

plainant's patent suggested the principal and most valu-

able parts of the combination of the defendant's device,

" the plain and explicit language of the specification re-

quires a construction of the first claim, which will enable

the defendant to escape liability as an infringer. The

first claim must be limited to a combination in which the

piston and piston rod are detached from each other." The

Supreme Court says, on page 630: "It is not admissible

to adopt the argument made on behalf of the appellants,

that this language is to be taken as a mere recommenda-

tion by the patentee of the manner in which he prefers

to arrange these parts of the machine. There is nothing

in the context to indicate that the patentee contemplated

any alternative for the arrangement of the piston and

piston rod."

So in the case at bar. It is immaterial that the prin-

cipal and valuable feature of Smith's outer or front sup-

port may be gained by two castings. The plain language

of the specification cannot be overlooked, and this con-

fines his claim to a single casting. This is the more eon-

elusive in that his claim also so specifies it. How far

this limitation of a claim by its express terms has been

carried is well illustrated in Toepfei vs. Gotiz, 31 Fed.

Rep., 913, wherein a change concededly effecting the

same result was held not to infringe. In this ease the

tilting trays of the malt-kiln were mounted upon rock

shafts. There had to be some connection between the

shafts and trays to enable the former to tilt the latter.

The specification described and the claim called for poly-

gonal shafts passing through corresponding holes. The
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trays.

The Court, after reviewing the prior art, says, on page

916, " If complainant had been the first to make a tilting

floor in sections or trays for a malt kiln, I should be in-

elined to consider the changes made by the defendant as

merely colorable, and the equivalent of the devices

shown by complainant, that is, if complainant had prop-

erly covered his invention by his claim; but the com-

plainant has seen fit, as it seems to me, to limit his patent

to a square rock shaft which must pass through square

holes in the journal.-." The Court then points out the

places in the specification and claim where the limita-

tion is proposed, and continues, on page 017, "so that I

can see no escape from the conclusion that the com-

plainant has. by his specification and his claim, limited

his patent to a tilting tray, operated by a square or

polygonal tilting shaft. It is wholly irrelevant to in-

quire whether the complainant was obliged to limit him-

self to this square shaft by the state of the art, or the

ruling of the Patent Office. It is enough to say that he

did so limit himself by language which cannot be misun-

derstood, and will admit only of this construction." The

Pound shaft of the defendant was then held not to in-

fringe.

This case is closely applicable to the one at bar. It is

immaterial to inquire whether Smith needed to have

limited his claim to a single casting. It is sufficient that

he has done BO, and therefore, a casting not single but

double does not infringe. There are scores of cases, both

in the Supreme Court and in the Circuit Courts, illustrat-
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ing this process of claim limitation in view of the prior

art, in view of the proceedings in the Patent Office, in

view of the plain terms of the specification and claims,

and the consequent finding of no infringement where

there is any deviation or change from the specific and

limited invention. The above are sufficient examples of

the limitation by the prior art, and by the plain terms of

the specification and claims, and for examples of the

limitation by the file wrapper and other proceedings in

the Patent Office, we cite Roemer vs. Peddle, and cases

there collected 132 U. S, 313.

Claim 2 of the patent in suit is as follows: " 2. The

combination, substantially as specified, of the hollow sup-

porting column C
}
and the hollow casting D, D1

, D?
, cen-

trally secured to said column to furnish rigid supports

for the front bearings of the upper and lower band-wheel

shafts." This is a combination claim consisting of two

elements: 1st. The supporting column C, which is qual-

ified by having to be hollow. 2d. The casting D, D1

, I)2
,

which is qualified in structure by having to be hollow, in

position by having to be centrally secured and in func-

tion by having to furnish rigid supports for the front

bearings of the upper and lower band-wheels shafts.

As to this claim, we contend:

I.

That it lacks patentable novelty, in that it is anticipated

by the prior patents in evidence, to wit: The Parish

Patent, No. 388,069, Aug. 21, 1888 (respondent's Exhibit

27), and the Prescott Patent, No. 309,881, Sept. 13, 1887

(respondent's Exhibit 24). Comparing the former with
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claim 2 of the patent in Buit, we find, first, that it shows

and describes a hollow supporting column, identical in

construction, function and operation with the first element

of the said claim. This hollow column consists of the right

hand side of figs. 2 and 3, and which is marked 2 and 3.

Xow, if we regard the second element of the claim as a

single casting, we find this identical element in the Parish

Patent. It is a hollow casting, consisting of the part on

the left of figs. 1 and 2, comprising the lower portion on

the left of the lower band-wheel and the upper portion

marked 3 on the left of the upper band-wheel. This

casting is hollow; it is centrally secured to the supporting

column, and it furnishes rigid supports for the front bear-

ings of the upper and lower band-wheel shafts, as is ex-

pressly stated in the Parish specification. In all particulars,

therefore, it is the identical second element of the second

claim sued on.

Comparing the Prescott Patent (Exhibit 24) with the

second claim of the patent sued on, we find that it has a

column B, which constitutes the upright portion of the

main frame. It is expressly stated to be and is fully

shown a- a hollow column, and it is, therefore, the iden-

tical first element of the second claim sued on. Now, if

we regard the second element as other than a single east-

ing, as tor example, two castings, we find this element in

the Prescott Patent in the two portions called the hanger

<i and the bracket D. These are hollow castings, the

ftrsl qualification of the second element of the claim;

they are secured centrally to the main column, which is

the second
<
jua 1 i ficat ion, and they furnish rigid supports

lor the Upper and lower hand-wheel shafts, which is the
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third qualification. Thus anticipation is demonstrated.

We further contend

II.

That the second claim of the patent sued on lacks

patentable invention. To fully understand this claim it

must be compared with the first claim. This results in

finding that it differs only from this first claim in the fact

that both the main standard and the outer supporting

column are required to be " hollow " in the second claim,

whereas in the first they may be either hollow or solid.

It is true, the first claim has technically three elements,

and the second but two, but the omitted element of claim

one, namely, the band-wheels, is present in the second

claim by implication, for the hollow casting must furnish

supports for the band-wheel shafts.

We see therefore that the invention in the second

claim lies in making the main column and the outside

support hollow. This, manifestly, does not involve inven-

tion. It will not be contended that the idea of making

a casting hollow originated with Smith. If his purpose

was to gain all necessary strength consistent with light-

ness and economy in metal, it is no more than the

purpose in making all castings hollow, and is the common

workshop practice, within the knowledge and skill of the

commonest mechanic. If his purpose was to provide an

interior cavity in which to locate certain other parts this

also is nothing but common practice, involving no in-

vention. But if it might, by any possibility have been

an invention, it was not an original idea with Smith, tor

by reference to the Prescott Patent of 1887, and the

Parish Patent of 1888, it will be seen that these Fame
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parts are made hollow and that they contain within their

cavities other parts of similar nature, location, function,

object and purpose as those which Smith locates as the

cavities of his column and support. There is, therefore,

no original idea either in the separate elements of this

claim, or in their union in a combination, and under the

decisions, there can be no invention involved in this

claim.

We contend lastly:

III.

That the mill constructed by appellant is not an in-

fringement of this claim. One of its elements is the hoi-

low casting I), D l

, D\ We have already shown, when

considering the first claim, that this casting is a "•single"

casting. This claim for like reasons and by its ex pi

terms must be confined to a combination in which the hol-

low casting D, I)
1

, I)-, is a "single" casting. If any

distinction can be drawn between the alleged invention

of the claim and the devices shown in the prior art. it

can only lie in the special and limited construction of the

outside support as a "single' casting. When thus

restricted in accordance with the rules of law governing

the construction of claims in the light of the prior art, it

can not be infringed by a construction such as was made

by the appellant wherein the coi-responding part was not

a single casting but was formed of two distinct casting-.

The third claim of the patent in suit is as follows: " •>.

A BUpport for the front bearings of the band-wheel shafts,

having the flanged horizontal portion 1), to be secured

to the supporting frame and the vertical arms I)
1

, I )-. cast
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in one piece with said central portion, the said part I)
1

being bored to receive the adjustable bearing of the

upper hand-wheel shaft." This is a claim, not technically

a combination claim, but partaking of the nature of one,

in that it is so qualified as to contain several independ-

ent features or attributes of the main thing. Analyzed,

it is for a support, which is, first, adapted to sustain the

front bearings of the band-wheel shafts; second, having a

flanged horizontal portion; third, which said portion is

secured to the supporting frame; fourth, said horizontal

portion having cast in one piece with it the vertical arms

I)
1

,
1)', and fifth, the arm D\ being bored to receive the

adjustable bearing of the upper band-wheel shaft.

We contend as to this claim:

I.

That it is anticipated in very terms by the Parish

Patent, No. 388,069, Aug. 21, 1888 (respondent's Ex-

hibit 27). This patent has a support which receives and

carries the front bearings of both band-wheel shafts (see

fig. 3). This is the first attribute of the claim under

consideration. It has, second, a horizontal portion, and

third, this horizontal portion is secured to the supporting

frame. This horizontal portion has, fourth, an upper and a

lower vertical arm corresponding to and serving the precise

functions of the vertical arms D\ D2
, of the claim, and

iid arms are cast in onepiecewith the horizontal portion.

It has, fifth, the upper arm corresponding to the arm D 1

of the claim, bored to receive the adjustable bearing of

the upper band-wheel shaft. In this we have, therefore,

a -upport having the same, and the same number of at-
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tributes or qualification- as has the support of this third

claim, with the single eption involved in the word
•• flanged "" as applied to the horizontal portion of the sup-

port of the claim. This does not affect anticipation, for

the invention of the claim is plainly anticipated.

But should the views heretofore ex] •: se

for appellees, be regarded s t, namely, that the

claim is not confined to casting the horizontal portion D
and the anus I

' . I> . in one piece, but is to be construed a

•vering a construction in which said horizontal portion

and said arms may be cast in two or more pie - form

a rigid whole, then the claim is anticipated by the Brophy

Patent. N . "" -.July 25, I— J res] >n lent's Exhil

in which identically all the attribute - :he support

of claim 3, even to the flanged horizontal portion, ai

present, the part- I>. I> . I> . I ing in three pi< s, a
-

cured together and to the main frame, and it is also anti-

cipated by the Prescott Patent. X s$l. Sept. 1

l
v "~ ttdent's Exhibit 24 1. in which likewise all the

attributes -aid claim are found, the part- J '. 1 1 .
1 »

.

ing in two
j

^ e furtli ntend,

II.

That this third claim Le id of invention, - r em-

bodyi _ - _ idea involving invention. » a wing

invention as a whole, as ak - 4 bring original with

Smith, even should these* ideas, sing a bole, I

ition.

< riven a casting hen • in tn aore pi

a to form igid whole, it - jot involv

invention to make them sing sting sides
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being a common workshop expedient, known to even the

most ignorant workers in machine shops and foundries,

the only result which can follow such a construction is

one of mere degree possibly in the strength of the cast-

inff. Yet the doing of this is one of the essentials of this

claim. Nor can the remaining essential, namely, the

boring of the upper arm to receive an adjustable bearing

be regarded as invention, for that also would occur to any

mechanic and lie- within the domain of mechanical skill,

and is the common knowledge of the calling.

But we need not depend upon even these self-evident

assertions, for by reference to the foregoing patent- as

illustrating the prior art, the Court can see that not a

single idea involved in this claim, nor ail the idea- as

whole was or were original with Smith. Parrish shows

them all together. Prescott and Brophy -how the single

-m utials. and in appellees' view of what may he meant

by casting the portions I). 1) . D2
, in one piece, these latter

two show all the ideas together. This is not invention in

view of the scores of well-known decisions of the Supreme

Court. Smith ha- done nothing which was not known

and done before in way- and means identical or sub-

stantially identical, and all within the common knowledge

of mechanic-.

We further contend as to claim thr<

ITT.

That we have not infringed it. Under the well-known

rule- of claim construction, it is absolutely impossible to

»ard this claim otherwise than by its express terms. It

there be any novelty or any invention in it. it must lie in
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easting the parts I), D 1

, I)
1

, in one pieee as is stated. If

the invention were otherwise, the applicant should have

stated it. Courts, as has often been said, will not spell

out a man's invention, nor will they broaden a claim,

when the terms are plain, and when to do so would do

violence to those terms.

The claim when thus construed cannot be infringed by

our construction in which the parts D, D 1

, D 2

, are not cast

together, but are in two distinct castings. That thev ac-

complish the same result has nothing to do with the mat-

ter. The claim is plain and the patentee cannot shut out

a later device which does not fall within the terms of the

claim, whether it accomplish the same result or not.

Claim 4 of the patent sued on is as follows: "4. The

combination of the base plate A, cast in a single piece,

the column C, having a flanged base to be secured to

said base A, the front support for the band-wheel shafts,

consisting of the casting D, D l

, I)", and shield D\ together

forming a supporting frame for band-saw mills, substan-

tially as hereinbefore set forth."

This is a combination claim, consisting of elements

which together form a supporting frame for a band-saw

mill, and these elements are first, the base plate A, which

is qualified by having to be east in a single piece, second,

the column C, which must have a flanged base adapting

it to he secured to the base A, third, a front support for

the band-wheel shafts consisting ot the easting I), I)',

1 )
,
and fourth, the shield 1 I .

The lirst element, namely the base plate A, is men-

tioned in the specification hut three times, the first

mention being as follows: *' A i- the base plate which is
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a broad heavy casting planed upon top and bottom and

securely bolted to bed timber. B or any .suitable founda-

tion." The other two times in which it is mentioned are

simply to say that the supporting frame C is secured to it

and tiiat the hanger E 1 which supports the inner end of

the lower band-wheel shaft is secured to it. Consequently

we obtain no other information of its purpose in the com-

bination except its obvious function of serving as a base.

A point to be distinctly noted, however, is that though

the claim calls for the base plate to be cast in a single

piece, there is nothing to support this qualification except

the use of the words "a broad heavy casting," which goes

to show that when the patentee mentions "a casting," he

means a "single" casting. The second element, to wit,

the column C, has been sufficiently considered heretofore,

the only difference in this claim being that it is required

to have a " Hanged " base, whereby it can be bolted to the

base A. The third element, to wit, the front support

made of the casting D, D\ Da
,
is the same element here-

tofore considered in the previous claims. The fourth

element, to wit, the shield D3
,
is now brought in for the

first time and can be readily understood from the draw-

ings and specifications. It is >Q<m in fig. 1, but better in

fig 4, where its whole front elevation is shown. It is

mentioned but once in the specification, where, after de-

scribing the front support as made of a single hollow cast-

ing consisting of the portions D, D\ D2
,

it is stated "the

same casting also comprises the hood or shield ]>\ which

overhang- the lower band-wheel and has an upper seg-

mental flange through which securing bolts pass to assisl

in holding the forward casting to the frame C." It- pur-
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pose i> not stated but its name and location sufficiently

show that it is to protect the lower band-wheel from saw-

dust and other debris.

As to this claim we contend:

That it involves no invention in view of the prior art,

it being a combination of old elements effecting no new
or different result, and as such is not patentable, and also

because each element and their combination involved the

merest mechanical skill.

The first element, a base plate cast in a single piece is

a common feature. It is fully disclosed in the Prescott

Patent of 1887 (respondent's Ex. 24), and is marked A.

See tig. 2.) In this patent the base plate has the same

function, serves the same purpose and effects the same

result as the base plate of the claim sued on.

The second element, the column having a flange base,

is fully disclosed in the Brophy Patent of 1882 (respond-

ent'- Exhibit 35), the column being marked A and its

Hanged base being shown clearly in fig. 1 . Alsoin the patent

to Stephens, No. 322,465, Dec. 15, 1885 (respondent's

Exhibit 20). page 471, of record. Also in the patent to

Prescotl of 1887 (respondent's Exhibit 24), figure 2. at

bottom showing it bolted through the flange to base plate

A.

In these patents the columns have identical function-,

object- and results a- the column of the claim under

consideration, and they arc flanged similarly and for the

same purpose, namely, to secure them to the base plate.

The third element, to wit. the front support tor the band-
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wheel shafts consisting of the casting I), D\ D2
, is disclosed,

as we have heretofore fully pointed out, in the Newberry

Patent of 1808 (respondent's Exhibit 36) ;
in the Meiners

Patent of 1881 (respondent's Exhibit 16); and in the

Parrish Patent of 1888 (respondent's Exhibit 27). And

if the support of the claim can be regarded as formed of

more than one piece, it is disclosed in the Prescott Patent

of 1887 (respondent's Exhibit 24), and in the Brophy

Patent of 1882 (respondent's Exhibit 35). In these this

front support has the same function, object and purpose,

and serves the same result as that of the claim under

consideration.

The fourth element, to wit, the shield I) ,
is plainly dis-

closed in patent to G. M. Hinkley, No. 348,280, Aug. 21,

1880 (respondent's Exhibit 21, found on page 477 of the

printed record, see fig. 1 of this patent. It is also dis-

closed in figs. 1 and 3 of the Parish Patent of 1888 (re-

spondent's Exhibit 27). In these patents the shield has

the same object, function ami result as the shield of the

claim sued on.

This showing clearly puts this claim within the doctrine

of Bussell Trimmer Co. vs. Stevens, 137 U. S., 423, where-

in the Court, on page 433, says: - The evidence, taken

as a whole, shows that all of those claimed elements are

to be found in various prior patents, some in one patent

and some in another, but all performing like functions in

well known inventions having the same object as in the

Orcutt Patent." Smith may be said, as was said in the

case just cited on page 435, to have shown great industry

in acquiring a thorough knowledge of what other- had

done, and good judgment in -electing and combining the
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best of them. But as the Court concluded, his result

" presents no discoverable trace of the exercise of original

thought." This claim also rests under the prohibition or

denial of invention stated in ( s ited Boiler Mill

vs. Walker, 138 U. >.. 124, cited hereinbefore.

But even on plainer ground it can he shown to lack in-

vention. Every element of it. and each qualification

thereof which distinguishes it from the preceding claims

is the mere-t workshop expedient. The casting of a

base plate in a single piece is done and ha- been done for

all kinds of machines, ever >inee foundries have had

existen The flanging of a column to bolt it to a 1

plate is the usual and common method, and the provision

of a shield to keep debris from a wheel is within the

knowledge of any mechanic. The union of all these

element- into a combination does n<>t require invention,

for in that combination each serves the same purpos

hi- always served in other machines, and the combined

3ult i- not different in kind, even th >ugh it may be in

But this i> not invention.

We further contend a- to this claim 4:

II.

That we do not infringe it. Limited a- it must be, by

tin- prior art. t<» it- plain express terms, it cannot include

a construction in which tin- front support for tin- band-

wheel shafts does not consist of ;i single casting, but on

the contrary consists of two c;i-tin_- The same argu-

ments apply to tlii— contention a- t<» the corresponding

points made with regard to the preceding claims and q<

not he repeated.
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The claims thus far considered, namely, 1, 2, 3 and 4

are all which relate to the construction of the frame of

the mill and really embody but one feature. The de-

fences herein made are the same in substance as were

made upon the hearing of the cause in the Court

below. The honorable judge of the Circuit Court, in his

oral opinion (page 29 of printed record) in considering

this matter, said: " The patentee's specification and draw-

ing show the front supporting column to be cast in one

piece, and a portion of his language considered by itself

justifies the contention that this was his invention, that is,

the easting in one piece. * * * * But on page 3

he further says: 'I have shown and described what I be-

lieve to be the simplest and best means of embodying

my invention; but it is obvious that many mechanical

changes may be made without departing from its spirit

and scope, and 1 would hence have it understood that I

consider all such mechanical changes as mere modifica-

tions of my invention.' " His Honor then relying upon

this statement said:
< k But manifestly if casting in one

piece is the best, its advantages are secured by casting

in two pieces and bolting them together, as in the ma-

chine of the respondent. It is certainly an equivalent,

and could not be excluded except by express words of

the patentee, confining his- invention to the other form.

Hoioever, it is a close question, if there is invention in it,

and I have yielded somewhat to the presumption of the

patent."

It thus appears thai in deciding this portion of the case,

his Honor, though nearly convinced from the language oi

the specification and claims that a single casting was
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Smith's invention, is turned aside by the general state-

ment in the specification that the patentee will consider

changes as mere modifications of his invention. This

statement should have had no weight whatever for many
good reasons. In the first place, it is but the common
formula of all patent solicitors, thrown into any case :

tickling the fancy of the client. It> terms are e general

that the Examiners in the Patent Office, even after nar-

rowing and limiting a case to the most minute particulars,

never object to it. Why should they? It does not in-

timate what these possible changes may be; it does not

refer to any special modification, and it i> but the ex-

pression of a legal conclusion, that such changes 9 the

law will still a s r to /« within //,, scope of th

"' considen
g tht pah „/, e

9
s invention. It cannot.

however, change the invention nor broaden the scope of

the claim-. The invention is limited both by the prior

art and by the plain term- of the claims, any statement

in the specifications to the contrary notwithstanding.

1° th< 8 -nd place, this statement i> so general that

there is no ground for applying it to any particular feature

of the invention. It was not so intended to be applied.

It- very terms show that it is, as stated above, but the mere
expression of what the law gives the patentee anyway.
Without it. he would have just a- much right a- with it.

The court, would construe his claim- to be commen-
surate with tbc invention entirely independent of such
a statement.

,M thr third place, it cannot appear from tin- statement

th;,t ,,,< ' patentee referred to any modification of his >ii._

casting which throughout hi- specification and claim- be
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is so minute about. He docs not anywhere intimate that

the casting can be other than is described and claimed.

If he had this particularly in mind he could have ex-

pressed it, in the same manner as when describing his

supporting frame C, which he says is preferably a circular

upright column. On the contrary, he says that, as here-

tofore the front support of hand-saw mills had been made

in two pieces, his improvement consists in casting it in

one piece; and he carries this idea all through so plainly

and claims it so expressly that there can be no warrant

for negativing this idea, by the general statement that he

considers all mechanical changes as modifications. This

cannot refer to a change from a single casting to two cast-

ings. In the last place, this statement is one which

simply says that any modification which is within the

scope of his invention is his. But our contention is that

his invention is limited in scope to a single casting, and

that therefore two castings represent a change which is

not within the scope of his invention.

Tt will be observed that the learned Judge of the Court

below says that the casting in two pieces could not be e

eluded except by express words of the patentee confining

his invention to the other form. We submit, that the

language of Smith's specification plainly confines the in-

vention to the only form shown and described, and that

anv other form is expressly excluded. This become- ;i

positive certainty when the prior art is considered. His

Honor's opinion is mainly devoted todecidingthe question

of infringement of these claims. On the question of want

of invention the opinion only has two lines. "However,

it is a close question if there is invention in it, and I
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have yielded somewhat to the presumptions of the patent."

It is evident from this that as his Honor found infringe-

ment of these claims in a device in which the front sup-

port was made of two castings, he must have broadened

the scope of these claims to that extent. We earnestly

submit that in this he erred, because the prior art plainly

shows, not only complete anticipation of three of the

claims, but the absence of all invention in the whole four,

no matter in what light the casting be considered, whether

single or double. That he considered these prior patents

and their legal effect, we must presume, from his expres-

sion of doubt as to the presence of invention, but that this

doubt, which should have, in our opnion, amounted to a

certainty, should be outweighed by the mere presump-

tions of the patent, is, we respectfully submit, beyond our

comprehension.

The Straining Device.

We will now pass to a consideration of the claims re-

lating to what is termed the straining mechanism. These

are claims 5, 6 and 10, of the patent sued on, and have

been held by the Court below to be valid and to have

been infringed. The straining mechanism of the patent

may be briefly deseribed as follows: Its general object

is of course the same as in all band-saw mills, to keep

a constant strain or tension on the saw. Bv referring to

figure 1, it will be seen that the upper band-wheel ifl

mounted upon the upper shaft F 1

. This shaft has its

front bearing F on top of a vertically movable column or

trunnion F
, seated in the bore in the upper arm I)

1

, of

the fronl support casting. This trunnion receives at its
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lower end a screw shaft F\ the lower end of which rests

in the end of a short arm g extending from a rock shaft

G. The bearing F 1

for the other end of the upper shaft

F 1

is carried upon a vertically movable trunnion H, which

is mounted within tube h secured to the main frame C.

The lower end of this trunnion receives a screw shaft H\

the lower extremity of which rests in the end of a short

arm g
l extending from the rock shaft G. It will be seen

that though differently lettered the parts on each side are

.similar and correspond.. Therefore, if shaft G be turned,

its arms g, </ rising, will lift up the screw shafts F3
,
H 1

,

which in turn will lift up the trunnions F2

,
H, and these

will lift the upper shaft F 1 and thus strain the saw. Now,

although the saw is not initally tightened by these means,

it is held tight constantly by them, for provision is made

to keep the rock shaft G under a constant tendency to

turn, thereby imposing a constant upward strain on the

part affected by it and thus keeping the saw under ten-

sion. This tendency is imparted by means of weights k2

(see fig. 4) which are suspended by a rod h from a lever

K secured to the rock shaft G, said weights being sup-

ported on the rod by a cap fc
1
. These weights therefore

exert a constant strain on the rock shaft G tending to

turn it, which tendency transmits the strain to the saw

as before mentioned. The rock shaft G is itself supported

upon brackets which project inwardly from the rear of

column C, and the front of the casting D, D\ D8
. The

support is formed by those hearings known as "knife-

edge," and these consist of hardened steel knife-edge

bearings </ let into the shaft G, which rest in the Y

groves of steel plates </ secured upon the brackets.



In order to make this construction perfectly clear

we direct the Court's attention to the third blue print

between pages 566 and 567, which is respondent's Ex-
hibit 45, the print being marked " 8. R. Smith," or if

more convenient, to the accompanying cut of this ex-
hibit pointed in this brief.
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This mi i$ a perspective view of Smith's straining

gear, the hollow castings being shown in section to
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reveal the interior parts. The small cut beside the

perspective view is a cross-section of the rock shaft

near one of its arms in order to show said arm acting

as a support for the screw shaft, and also to show

the knife-edge hearings of the shaft. Understanding

now this construction we will pass to the consideration of

claim 5. It is as follows: "5. In a hand-saw mill, the

combination of the supporting frame, the vertically ad-

justable hearings for the upper band-wheel shaft, mounted

in said frame, the transverse shaft G. mounted on knife-

edge bearings in said frame and having arms g, g\ secured

upon said shaft to support the bearings of said upper

band-wheel shaft, and the weighted lever k, secured upon

said shaft between the knife-edge bearings to counter-

poise the bearings of the upper band-wheel shaft and

provide a sensitive automatic adjustment for the same,

whereby the saw is kept at the proper tension, substan-

tially as hereinbefore set forth." This is a combination

claim comprising the following elements: 1st. The sup-

porting frame. 2d. The vertically adjustable bearings

for the upper band-wheel shaft. 3d. The transverse

shaft G mounted on knife-edge bearings, said shaft hav-

ing the arms g, </; and 4th. The weighted lever K.

We contend:

I.

That this claim is void for want of invention, in view

of the prior art relating to band-saw mills. We refer

the Court, first, to the patent to Parish of 1888 (respond-

ent's Exhibit 27). In order to make the devices of this

patent clear we have introduced exhibit 41 (found be-
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tween pages 566 and 567 of printed record) and for con-

venience we reproduce in this brief a cut of this exhibit.

W F Parish

-N~b -383, 69.

Au><^ 2-/, JQQQ

By referring to this cut it will be seen that there is a

supporting frame, in the upper ends of which are moanted

the vertically adjustable bearings of the upper band-

wheel shaft. These bearing are supported upon the

upper end- of links or rods, the lower ends of which are

connected with the outer ends of horizontal pivoted

lever-. The inner ends of these level- have eonneeted

to them depending links or rods, the lower ends of which

are connected with arms of a transverse rock shaft, which

Baid -hall has a central lever, from which a weight is
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suspended. By referring to figures 3 and 4 of the Parish

Patent, as well as to the cut just described, the following

description in the specification of the Parish Patent will

be readily understood: "The journal boxes 9 are each

provided with a depending bar, which is received in a

vertical bearing in the upper end of the single standard

3, and is adapted to move vertically therein. The lower

ends of these bars are connected by links 11, with the

pivoted levers 13, that are arranged within the upper parts

of the standards 3. These levers have their opposite

ends connected by rods 15 with short arms 17 on a shaft

19. The shaft 19 has an arm 21, secured to it, and upon

this arm is suspended a boss 23, adapted to receive weights

for counterbalancing the upper wheel. A sufficient weight

may be applied in this manner to hold the upper wheel

with a yielding tension against the saw and cause it to

take up the slack of the saw in a manner well understood

in the art."

Comparing this construction with claim 5 of the patent

sued on, we find that it discloses, 1st, a supporting frame;

2d, vertically adjustable bearings for the upper band-

wheel shaft mounted in said frame; 3d, a transverse shaft

19, mounted in bearings in said frame, and having arms

17, 17, secured upon said shaft; and, 4th, a weighted lever

21, secured upon said shaft between its bearings.

Comparing the function of each of these elements with

the corresponding ones of the claim under consideration,

we find them to be identical, as follows: 1st. The pur-

pose of the supporting frame is the same in both. 2d.

The purpose of the vertically adjustable bearings tor the

upper band-wheel -haft is the same in both. 3d. The
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function object and purpose of the transverse shafts are

the same, and the arms of said shafts have the same pur-

pose, namely, to support the bearings of the upper band-

wheel shaft; and, 4th. The purpose and result of the

weighted lever are the same in both, namely, to counter-

poise the bearings of the upper band-wheel shaft and to

provide an automatic adjustment for the same whereby
the saw is kept at the proper tension.

In the claim of Smith's Patent this automatic adjust-

ment is described as " sensitive." This is a mere term

of degree and in no wise distinguishes it from the

automatic adjustment of the Parish Patent which is cer-

tainly more or less "sensitive." It is apparent from the

above comparison that the only difference between this

5th claim and the devices of the Parish Patent is that in

the claim the rock shaft G is required to be mounted
upon knife-edge bearings, while in the Parish Patent the

corresponding shaft 19 is shown to be mounted upon
round journals. Applying the language of the Supreme
Court in Derby vs. Thompson, 146 U. 8., 470, before

cited, we can say, if Smith had been the first to invent a

straining device for a band-saw mill in which the upper

band-wheel shaft was supported in vertically adjustable

bearings which were themselves supported upon the

arms of a rock shaft, to which was secured a weighted

lever, whereby the tension or strain on the saw was

automatic, " his patenl would doubtless be entitled to a

libera] construction. Such a device is at once ingenious,

useful, compact and convenient, He was not, however
,

the first in this field of invention" That very thing had

been done previously by Parish. There is nothing left
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in his claim which has any pretense of originality ex-

cept the mounting of the transverse shaft on knife-edge

bearings. Now if Smith were the first discoverer of

knife-edge bearings, it might be conceded that this ele-

ment might leaven the whole lump of the combination.

But again he was not the first to invent this form of bear-

ing. It is a common one, well known to all persons.

The example of sensitive scale beams is undoubtedly

familiar to the Court. The advantages of such bearings,

as far as sensitiveness is concerned, were known to all

mechanics, in no matter what position or relation they

might be put, or into what kind of a mechanism they

might be introduced, and their use in any combination

which was in all other respects old and in which they

were substituted for another well-known form of bearing-

could not possibly involve invention. But we can go

further than this in the present case, and show that the

advantages of knife-edge bearings were known in and

that they were applied to the straining devices of band-

saw mills prior to the invention of Smith, so that he was

not even the first to apply them in this regard, from

which it will appear that he has not conceived a single

idea which was not known to the prior art. We refer

now to the patent to Prescott of 1887 (respondents Ex.

24.)

By looking at fig. 2 of this patent it will be seen that

the upper band-wheel shaft / is mounted in bearings

G, G\ which have downwardly extending stems g\ <f\

the former stem being fitted and vertically movable in

the hollow front support I), and the latter stem being

fitted and vertically movable in a tube E, secured to the
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back of the main column. To the lower ends of these

stems are fitted screw posts or rods h i The lower end

of the former rod h is reduced to a knife-edge bearing,

and rests in a V groove in a pivoted lever H. The latter

rod i has its lower end hinged to and supported bv a

pivoted lever I. These two levers Hand I are connected

at their meeting inner ends, and are joined in common to

rod J, the upper end of which is connected with the short

arm of a pivoted lever K. from the long end of which de-

pends a rod M, the lower end of which carries the weights

m. The specification describes the operation of this

mechanism as follows:

" It is obvious that any vibration of the lever K will

cause a vibration of the levers H and I, and consequently

a simultaneous adjustment of the two bearing blocks of

the upper band-wheel shaft in a vertical direction. The

distance from the outer pivots of the levers H and I to

the common pivot at their inner ends within the column

is practically the same, as is also the distance between

each outer pivot and the bearing point of the respective

supporting posts upon their respective levers: hence the

vertical movement of the bearing blocks and the journals

which they support will be practically the same. It will

be seen that if -the outer or long arm oi the lever K be

drawn downward, the inner or short arm will be raised,

thereby pulling upward the inner ends of the lewis II

and I, which movement will simultaneously raise the

bearings of the upper band-wheel shaft, thereby tighten-

ing the saw upon the wheels. In order to effect h con-

stant pull downward upon the lever K " the weights are

placed upon the suspending rod M secured to the lever
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K. "Obviously, by this arrangement of levers and

weights, the shaft of the upper band-wheel is held upward

constantly, so as to keep the saw tacut upon its wheels."

The object of this mechanism is stated in the specification

as follows:

" The object of the present invention is to provide for

adjusting the upper band-wheel and to mafo the adjusting

ft vice exceedingly sensitive, so that the slightest change in

strain will effect a movement of the said wheel, thereby

taking up even slight slack almost instantly, and keeping

the saw always under proper strain."

The specification, after having described the straining

device and its mode of operation, continues: " And it is'

evident from the arrangement of the levers that the ad-

justing device is very sensitive, so that the least little slack

in the saw will be taken up and the latter maintained in

that taut condition which is necessary for its satisfactory

operation."

One of the special features which go to produce this

sensitiveness aimed at is expressly pointed out as follow.-:

" The lower end of this supporting rod rests upon the

lever H, a short distance in front of- its pivot, and in order

to make the device sensitive I prefer to construct the

lower end of the rod with a knife-edge h\ so as to make a

knife-edge bearing for the support of the front journal of

the upper band-wheel." A perspective view of the*

Prescott straining device is shown in the second blue print

between pages r>r><; and 567. Obviously we find in this

patent the idea of the application in the straining devices

of band-saw mills, of knife-edge bearings, and the result-

ant idea of sensitiveness. Smith has, therefore, only
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taken the precise device of Parish, and instead of mount-

ing the rock shaft on round journals, has introduced the

knife-edge hearing of Prescott. The rock shaft still acts

the same in principle as it does in the Parish device. It

may, in theory, turn more readily, and thus he an im-

provement in degree, but even if this be true, it only in-

volves the same idea of sensitiveness by reason of the

knife-edge bearings which is so fully disclosed by Pres-

cott. As the Court asked in Derby vs. Thompson (supra)

concerning the Kenna chair, we may inquire, what then

has Smith done? He has taken the Parish straining de-

vice and applied thereto the knife-edge bearing of Pres-

cott. "Though he may have supposed he was inventing

something valuable, we are bound (says the Court) in

passing upon his device, to assume that he had them (the

prior patents) before him, and with that knowledge, it

seems to us that it required nothing more than the skill of

an ordinary mechanic to adopt the most valuable features

of each in the construction of a new chair."

We earnestly urge this Court to consider this claim

5 in the light of what was known prior to its conception.

We know that the tendency is to look at the combination

as a perfect working mechanical whole, and it is true that

if Smith were the pioneer in this field of providing ;l

sensitive automatic device for straining the saw, his com-

bination would he a type of the highest invention. Put

he is not a pioneer. The prior patents show devices for

effecting the same result, which devices are composed of

mechanical elements similarly arranged, having a sim-

ilar mode of operation, leaching the result in the same

manner and involving the same idea of means. They
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are so close to his combination, that many would set

them up and urge their applicability as complete antici-

pations. But if they fall short of this slightly, they have

the greatest force conceivable in subtracting from Smith's

combination every idea involving originality, leaving the

remainder absolutely devoid of invention. We have no

means of knowing from the oral opinion of the Honorable

Judge of the Circuit Court how far he considered the

prior art in this connection for he does not refer to it.

His language, however, namely, "The view is clear as

to the straining devices, there is undoubtedly invention

and novelty in them," applies so perfectly to a state of

facts in which Smith might he shown to be a pioneer and

to have been the originator of every idea and of the

combination of all the ideas involved in his claim, that

we sav, with all due respect, that the Honorable Judge,

could not have understood the prior art. Had he done

so, it seems impossible that he could use such language,

unsupported by even the slightest or briefest reasons, and

unqualified by any expression of doubt which would in-

dicate such understanding.

Before concluding this consideration and to show how

little of originality there is in any of the ideas of this

claim, we wish to refer to a point made in the Court be-

low by counsel for appellees, and which was founded upon

the testimony elicited from Smith. It is thai Smith not

only substituted knife-edge bearings for round ones (which

we have shown was unfounded), but that lie substituted

simple for compound levers. Were this a fact, it would

not be invention for such substitution is within the skill

of any mechanic. But it is not the fact as we shall show.
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In the first place, he has no right to assert this claim.

He has not in his specification intimated that any feature

of his invention lies in such a thing. Nor does the claim

call for it.

The claim simply calls for a transverse shaft having

arms g c/ to support the bearings of the upper band-wheel

shaft. All that is required by this claim is that the

arms shall support said bearings, and this is independent,

as far as the claim is concerned of whether this support

shall be effected directly or indirectly, by simple levers

or by compound levers. Now, in the Parish straining

gear of 1888, heretofore explained the transverse shaft

19 has arms 17, and these arms furnish the supports for

the bearings of the upper band-wheel shaft. But as the

support is here effected through the intervention of links

and other levers, and as it became advisable for Smith to

find some way out of the identity thus shown to the

wording of his claim, he has sought his escape in the

catch phrase compound leverage and by his testimony.

has given his counsel an opportunity to make use of this

idea, evidently conceived after the fact and when emer-

gency required, and to lay stress upon the idea of simple

leverage. This, however, will not do, for the claim con-

tains nothing of this, nor does the specification. The

point we now make will become clear instantly, by point-

ing out the clear fact that if Smith had been the first in-

ventor of the combination set forth in this claim, and the

device of the Parish Patent had been later than that o(

Smith, the Parish device would fall clearly within the

terms of Smith's claim, and we would not hear from him

the distinction between compound and simple Leveraf
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but on the contrary he would testify and bis counsel

would argue that simple or compound leverage makes no

difference for the claim is wholly indefinite in this re-

gard and leaves it to choice as to what leverage should be

used, the only requirement being that the arms of the

transverse shaft shall furnish support to the bearings of

the upper band-wheel shaft. It follows logically, and the

patent law recognizes the course of reasoning, that if a

device if later would be an infringement it will if earlier

be an anticipation, or as we claim in the present case, will

have such bearing upon the later invention as to con-

clusively prove its want of originality or invention. In

the second place, we will show that Smith was not the

originator of the idea of the simple or direct leverage in

a straining device.

To show this we refer to the patent to B. D. Whitney,

No. 165,463, dated July 13, 1875 (respondent's Ex-

hibit 11, found at page 403 of the printed record.) This

patent is for a band-sawing machine. The object of the

invention is expressly stated to be the provisiou of a

training device. This device consists of a weighted

lever L, the outer end of which is seen in fig. <>; its inner

end as shown in fig. 4 bears under what is expressly

stated to be a knife-edge b. The location of this lever

and its point of bearing is shown in the lower portion of

fig. 2 in dotted lines. This knife-edge bearing h i> car-

ried upon a yoke C, which supports the bearings X N of

the upper band-wheel shaft. The lever L Is a swinging

one having its fulcrum at a in the lower end of a link ( >.

the upper end of which is connected at //
to a part D,

which as far as the operation of this device is concert
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is a fixed part. Now the weight hanging on the outer

end of lever L, turns said lever about its pivotal center a

and thus causes its inner end to bear up under the knife-

edge b and thereby to lift the joke C, and effect the

strain on the saw. This is obviously as simple a leverage

as can be imagined and effectually disposes by nearly

fifteen years the claim of Smith to be the originator of

the idea of a simple leverage in a sensitive or any other

kind of a straining device in a band-saw mill.

Finally, that simple or compound levers was not in-

cluded in Smith's invention is shown by the proceedings

in the Patent Office. As appears from Smith's file

wrapper in evidence, he inserted on Sept. 20, 1890, a new
claim 10. This was rejected Sept. 30, 1890, upon refer-

ence to the patent to W. M. Wilkin, of 1888 (res. Ex.

29). In response to this Smith, without demanding any in-

terference with Wilkin, cancelled claim 10 and substituted

a new claim 10, and in support of his claim, argued as

follows: "The Wilkin device referred to has a system of

compound levers and link attachments which but imper-

fectly accomplish the result aimed at, while applicants

combination accomplishes it perfectly and is less expen-

sive, and less liable to get out of order." Notwithstand-

ing this attempt to differentiate between his and Wilkin's

device on the line of "compound levers,
1 '

the Examiner
on Oct. 10, L890, again rejected the claim as being met

by the Wilkin Patent. Thereupon Smith, on Oct. 20,

1890, cancelled the claim and inserted the present claim

10, in which he included lor the first time the "knife-

edge bearing," and in support of this claim, stated, '• It

is drawn to applicant's specific combination." Even this
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did not satisfy the Examiner for he again rejected it

upon the same reference, but thereafter upon the filing

of an elaborate argument by Smith mainly directed to

the sensitive idea of the knife-edge bearings and the

absence of friction, the claim was allowed. This allow-

ance was not given, however, because of any distinction

between simple and compound levers, but because of the

introduction into the claim of an element of specific

construction, to wit, the knife-edge bearings, which were

not shown in Wilkins device.

II.

We further contend as to claim 5, that we have not

infringed it.

Nothing can be clearer than that, in view of the prior

art, this claim, if it be possible to support it at all, must

receive a very narrow construction. Each of its ele-

ments is old and their general union is not new. It any

distinction can be drawn between it and the prior devices

it can only lie in two features, 1st, the transverse shaft

strictly limited by the use of the reference letter " G," to

the precise shaft shown and described, and 2d, said shaft

having arms which are expressly limited to being cap-

able of supporting the bearings of the upper band-wheel

shaft. That the use of a reference letter such as is

employed in this claim confines the claim to the precise

element shown and described, see Hendy vs. Miners
9

Iron Works, V27 U. S., 370, wherein the "feeding

cylinder T" was confined to the cylinder specifically

described and showT n.

Tins is especially true where, as in this case, the prior

art also limits it.
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By referring to the specifications and to the drawings,

we find that the shaft G has the knife-edge bearings

eared to it. and no other construction is intimated. It

must, under the ruling in Bendy vs. Miners
1

Iron Works,

above cited, be confined to this construction. Appellant's

machine has not this construction.

By looking at the patent to C. J. Koefoed, No. 468,303,

Feb. 2. 1892, attached to the file wrapper of Koefoed

application, " Complainant's Exhibit. File Wrapper and

( intents of Defendant's Patent." said patent being found

on page 101 of printed record, and for greater clearness,

by looking at the blue print of Koefoed \s straining device

(respondent's Exhibit 46) between pages 566 and 567 of

printed record, it will be >een that in appellant-' mill,

which was constructed in accordance with this Koefoed

Patent, the straining lever N has no knife-edge beari

secured to it. It has two arms T and T\ and even th

have no knife-edge bearings secured to them. On the

contrary, they rest on knife-edge bearings which are » -

cured to brackets carried by the main frame. Thereto

this straining lever X cannot be considered the transv<

shaft (i ot the Smith claim, because it is not the shaft

shown and describe as the shaft G, in that it has no knife-

edge bearings - cured to it. nor is this lever X itself

mounted on knit'.- bearings, nor have its arms any
knife-edge bearing To make this clear we herewith

print cut- -bowing in tig. 1 the -training lever of appel-
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lant and the manner of mounting it, and in fig. 2 the

transverse shaft G of Smith, showing how it is constructed

and supported.

In examining these two the Court should bear in mind

the transverse rock shaft 19 of the prior Parish device,

which is a shaft like that of Smith, with the exception

that its ends rock in round bearings instead of upon knife-
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edges. But in both instances the shaft is supported

directly, has the weight-lever and the short arras, and

there is certainly a greater resemblance between these

two shafts than there is between Smith's and Koefoed's,

showing that each must occupy its own field.

Nor has appellant's device a shaft with arras </g
l

, which

support the bearings of the upper band-wheel shaft.

These bearings in appellant's device are supported di-

rectly upon the straining lever or upon the end yokes

thereof, which are in the line of said lever. In Smith's

device these bearings are supported upon the short arras

of the rocking shaft.

The part X in Koefoed's (appellant's) patent is cor-

rectly termed a straining lever. It is not a rock shaft.

In its opt ration as a lever it is like the straining lever H
of the Prescott device of 1887, while Smith's rock shaft

Gisa -haft like the shaft 10 of the Parish device of

1888. It is immaterial to assert that notwithstanding

these changes, the appellant's -training lever accom-

plishes substantially the same result and in substantially

the same way as the rock -haft of Smith. This would be

very material if Smith had been the pioneer. But. if it

be true that our straining lever affects the same result in

tie- same way. as the rock shaft of Smith, we have to

answer that Smith'- rock shaft effects the same result in

the same way a- does the rock shaft 19 of Parish and

tin- transverse levers II I of Prescott. There is no

question of equivalency to be here considered. The

moment this is attempted we arc led to the absurd result

of including in Smith- claim (a later inventor) all

change- and modifications, except the particular forms of
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Parish and of Prescott (earlier' inventors). To avoid

this illogical conclusion, the law says that later occupants

of a well gleaned field are equal; and in the present case

it may he said as in Hoffva. Inn, Clad Manfg. Co., 139

0. S., 326: "Indeed both parti* m to have been

gleaning in a field already open to the public." That

the construction of the Koefoed straining device was not

considered identical with that of Smith is shown by the

fact that Koefoed was granted a patent for his construc-

tion, and in so far as this i< true there is a presumption

arising from the grant of a later patent that it is not anti-

cipated by any prior patent, and therefore that there is

nothing earlier, which discloses substantial identity. In

such case it is the duty of the Court as wassaid in Brown

vs. Selby, 2 Biss., 457, "to confine each inventor to the

specific parts which he has invented and to which he is

fairly entitled." This presumption that the later pat-

ented device is new in the manner claimed and is there-

fore not patentably identical with anything else, renders

it incumbent on one alleging infringement to present a

claim which is not narrowed and limited by the prior art

to such an extent as to make the change- and different -

however small of real importance in avoiding the charge

of infringement. Such is not the case with Smith's 5th

claim, which is so limited and narrowed, that it cannot

be infringed by even what would otherwise he an equiv-

alent construction, hut can only he infringed by an ab-

solutely identical construction.

But there is still another presumption growing out of

the grant of a patent for the device alleged to he an in-

fringement. This presumption is that it does not infringe.
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In National Harrow Go. vs. Haiiby, 54 Fed, Rep., 5&S,

the Court savs, " The two harrows sold bv the defendant

were made under Letters Patent Xo. 473,796, granted to

Wm. Strait, April 2), 1892. The fact that the defendants

harrow is patented is prima facie proof that it does not in-

fringe.

This case is instructive as being particularly applicable

to the one at bar. Says the Court, "Any one at all

familial- with patent litigation for the last decade will

recognize that a pioneer invention in spring tooth har-

rows is seemingly out of the question. The field wa*

crowded when these patentees entered it. The record

shows that every element of the patented combination

and the combination itself, considered broadlv, was old at

the date of the application." The Court; then reviews

the prior art and concludes " It is too plain for debate

that the claim, if sustained, must receive a narrow con-

duction, and the Court is clearly of the opinion that

when so construed the defendant does not infringe." It

is also to be noted that the differences pointed out were

such as one through bolt instead of two side ones, and a

recessed washer, instead of a channeled clip, the functions

and results being the same.

In the present case as in the one above, no different

should be regarded as colorable or immaterial for "the

field was crowded " when Smith entered it. lie must

be limited to his exact construction ;is shown, described

and claimed. Toepfer vs. Goetz, 3J Fed. Rep., 913.

The <*>th claim of the patent >urd on is as follows: M
(I.

The combination substantially as hereinbefore set forth

of the supporting frame the transverse shaft (i having
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the knife-edge bearings </ secured, to it, the supporting

plates (f resting on brackets in said frame, the arms g$

having steps in their outer ends, the hardened steel ad-

justment screws cf passing through said steps, the

vertically adjustable bearings for the upper band-wheel

shaft, resting upon said screws, the lever K secured upon

said shaft and projecting through the frame, the rod k

upon the outer end of said lever K, the cap nut ¥ upon

said rod, and the removable weights V for the purpose

specified."

This is a fair sample of what is familiarly known as an

" omnibus " claim. It includes everything. It adds to

the combination of claim 5, the following elements and

qualifications. 1st. The particular knife-edge bearings g
3
,

which are specifically stated to be secured in the trans-

Terse shaft G. 2d. The supporting plates (f which must

rest on brackets in the main frame. 3d. The qualifica-

tion that the arms g <f of the shaft must have steps in

their outer ends. 4th. The adjustment screws if pacing

through said steps. 5th. The qualification that the

vertically adjustable bearings for the upper band-wheel

shaft must rest upon these screws. 6th. The rod /• which

suspends the weights. 7th. The cap nut ¥ which sup-

ports the weights, and 8th, the removable weights.

It is usually a waste of time to attempt to find technical

anticipation of an " omnibus" claim. We shall not try

it. Nor do we feel disposed to spend time in analyzing

the claim to point out that it contains not a single idea

involving invention, nor one which was not already

known to the prior art. We will content our>elve> with

showing that we do not infringe this claim.
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To begin with, it is evident that if we have not in-

fringed claim 5 we cannot have infringed claim 6, tor the

whole combination of the former claim is included in the

latter.

But, on the contrary, it is not true that if we have in-

fringed claim 5 we have also infringed claim 6, for in

addition to the fact that we have not used the transverse

shaft G, we have not used knife-edge bearings r/ secured

in said shaft; we have not used the supporting plates g
4

resting on brackets on the frame; we have not used the

arms g g\, nor arms having steps in their outer ends, and

we have not used the adjustment screws f passing

through said steps.

It does not require any argument to show that this

claim is a narrow and limited one. Its only existence,

following claim 5, is that it is narrow and specific. It

cannot be broadened. If sustainable at all it must be

confined to its specific elements, and in this light our

construction cannot be an infringement. That there may
be no mistake, however, we will briefly point out the ad-

ditional differences to those heretofore pointed out as to

claim 5. In this claim 6, the arms g g
l
of the shaft G

are stated to have steps formed in their outer ends. In

these steps the screw rods F3 and II
1

are mounted at their

lower ends, and they turn axiallv in these steps for the

purpose of effecting the initial adjustment of the saw.

Now, though we have no arms which support the screw

rods or parts which ^rvv their purpose, still if the cud

yokes of the straining lever N be regarded as such sup-

ports, we point out that these yokes have no steps in them

in which the screw rods or equivalent supports can turn
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axially. The bearing here is merely a rocking one, not

an axially turnable one. It is immaterial to point out

that the same adjustment is accomplished otherwise. We

have nothing to do with "otherwise," but only with the

limited terms of this claim 6.

Again, we have no such screws as g
3
, which pass through

any steps, for we have no steps. The screws we use are

differently loeated, differently eonnected, and are used

in conjunction with other parts necessary to this change

in location and connection, all of which form a different

specific device to that of claim 6, and upon which Koe-

foed has been granted a patent.

Claim 10 of the patent sued on is as follows: '.' 10. In

a band-saw mill, the combination of the column C, brackets

projecting from said column, a rock shaft having knife-

edge hearings resting upon said brackets, a weighted

lever and two arms g g\ screwed upon said rock shaft,

with the band-wheel shaft and its boxes, and rods sup-

porting the boxes, said rods resting upon the arms g g
l
,

substantially as shown and described."

This claim, we contend, is devoid of patentable in-

vention, on the same grounds as we have urged against

claim 5. It is practically in essence the same claim as 5,

the only difference being the full expression of the brackets

in the column which are present by implication in claim

5, as supports For the knife-edge hearings of shaft G, and

the full expression, as distinct elements, of the band-

wheel shaft and its boxes, these being present in claim 5

by implication. There will be no need to repeat our

arguments in this respect, and we can proceed with the

statement that in view of the prior art and of the knowl-

edge of the calling, there is no invention in claim 10.
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claim. Construed in the light of the prior art. and in

view of the proceedings in the Patent Office, as shown by

the file wrapper, and which we have heretofore fully dis-

eased, this claim must receive a narrow construction, to

be supported at all. It was again and again rejected w
reference to the prior Wilkin Patent, and was several time-

amended in order to differentiate it from the Wilkin de-

vice. It is do argument on this point for counsel for ap-

peilee8to show that Smith's invention has been proven to

earlier than the date of the Wilkin Patent. This

simply has the effect of avoiding the pertinency of the

Wilkin Patent as an anticipation. It has no effect upon

the doctrine of estoppel arising from the proceeding- in

the Patent Office, for under this oft-repeated doctrine

Smith, by amending his claim to avoid the Wilkin refer-

ence, is estopped from saying that his claim, as finally

allowed, is for anything other than its plain terms, or that

it includes anything shown in the Wilkin devic

Bat in addition to this limitation by the file wrapper, it

i- narrowed by the prior patent- t<» Parish and to Prescott,

in the same manner as we have shown with regard to

claim 5, and there is nothing left to snpport the claim

except the very thing- which we have not used. W<

3acb rock shaft a- the shaft <t of the pal sued

on. nor has our straining lever any knit-- g bearii _-

which rest on brackets, nor ha- our lever such arms

g </ in which rest the rods of the box< - •; the band-wh

shaft.

We have now reviewed tli reral assignments <»f

error, and have analyzed each claim involved. A more
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comprehensive view might have been taken based upon

a division of the patent as far as the present issue is con-

cerned into but two parts, namely, the front supp >rt and

the straining device. But this was impracticable in view of

the tact that the patentee, Smith, is so late in this field

that it was necessary to use the closest inspection to dis-

cover even what the patent discloses as Smith's inven-

tion. It is customary, and the present case is no excep-

tion, to have the patentee tell in his deposition what he

invented. Invariably he ignores the prior art, or is

really ignorant of it, and he testifies that his invention

was this or that, generally using some carefully prepared

broad expression, which gives his counsel an opportunity

to get away from the moorings of the patent itself and to

sail off on the sea of generates. This will not do, how-

ever; the patent will drag him back to the plain things

which were granted him by the Patent Office. Smith

did not originate the front support, nor one qualified by

the word " integral," nor one secured to the main col-

umn between the band-wheels. His patent does not in-

timate that he did. The most that can be derived from

his patent is that he claimed to have invented such a

front support made of a single casting. Nor did he

originate an automatic sensitive straining device. Par-

ish's gear is automatic indisputably. Smith says it is

not sensitive. But Prescott shows an automatic sensitive

Btraining device. That was the object of his patent. Of

course, Smith testifies that all these prior device, are

not as good as his, not as sensitive, etc. This has no

weio-ht, for, even were it true, it would he but a mere

improvement in degree.
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Now, having shown the state of the art leading down to

the time of Smith's Patent, it is apparent that Smith was

a late comer in a well filled field. All that he could do

was to make such specific changes as were left for him to

make. But he cannot reach out to monopolize the whole
field.

In Oluett vs. Claflin, 140 U. 8., 180, at page 183, the

Court says, "We think this case must be added to the

already long list of those reported in the decisions of

this Court, wherein the patentee has sought to obtain the

monopoly of a large manufacture by a trifling deviation

from ordinary and accepted methods."

This is directly applicable to the present case. Smith's

assumption in this respect is all the more pronounced in

his endeavor to show that appellant used its knowledge of

his machine in producing its own. Much of the testimonv

is directed to this immaterial point, which, by the wav is

not proven, but even were it true, it would not have the

slightest bearing on the case.

In Ilofixs. Inn, Clad Mnfg. Co., 139 U. S., 326, the

Court on page 331, refers to just such a thing as follows:

" It may be true that Reynolds conceived the idea of his

had from an examination of the Hoff device; but he is

none the less entitled to claim that the Hoff Patent had

been anticipated by prior devices, especially when such

prior devices appear to show a complete anticipation of

hi- own."

Bui what is Smith's position in the art to entitle him to

make this point? Did all his knowledge of hand-saw

mills spring intuitively from his own brain? Did he gain

nothing from the prior art? Did he start out from noth-
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lag and land at his own mill? These are questions easily

answered. He is a man skilled in this art. He knew

everything that had gone before; he knew the Parish

mill, and he knew the Prescott mill. He knew and

doubtless appreciated every step in the march of im-

provement which led up from the earliest hand-saw mill,

to the finished product of the Prescott mill of 1887.

He built on that knowledge and in making his mill,

whether it he a step in advance or not, he made use of

that knowledge as fully as Koefoed could possibly have

done by an examination of his mill, and a study of the

prior art, similar in kind to that which Smith must have

made. Smith is not, therefore, in position to be indignant

at a late comer who uses the same materials as he used,

and who, as a result of his investigation, has developed a

machine, differing from Smiths as much as Smiths

differed from the prior art, and which, as the event

proves, was deemed as patentable as Smith's.

Nor must the Court be influenced by any attempt to

point out mere resemblance in looks between the two

machines as indicating infringement or piracy. Ther

are certain things common to all machine shops and

common knowledge to all mechanics. The work of all

first-class machine shops, similar in kind, is similar in

looks. No shop marches on alone; the lines of improve-

ment are identical and are extended simultaneously.

Fifty years ago all shops had a certain standard. To-day

that standard is changed, but it is the same in all. No

shop is isolated. Mechanics mingle and exchange ideas.

They see each other's work, and they move on abreast.

All the later band-mills differ in the same general ehar-

e
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acteristic.s from the earlier ones. The mills of Prescott

and Parish are a> finished products mechanically and in

looks as those of Smith and Koefoed, because they are all

made by shops which have the same advantages of en-

gineering and mechanical knowledge. It would be im-

ssible for the appellant, whose shop is fitted to do first-

class and modern work, to construct a machine of a half

century ago. Mere looks, therefore, go for nothing, and

furnish no ground for asserting infringement.

This knowledge, which is common to all well versed

and skilled engineers and mechanics, leads to the state-

ment of a further consideration, to which we wish to

direct the attention of the Court. It is. that certain

mechanical devices, their construction singly and their

arrangement to form operative combinations, are as well

known to mechanics and engineers a- the axioms of other

professions and callings. They are A B C to them. This

i> what i> termed " workshop expedient." Invention

does not lie in this. These men are required to, and they

do, without hesitation, make use of such common knowl-

edge daily. It i> the ordinary skill of the calling. They

may. ami do. produce combinations of mechanical devices

without the slightest exercise of invention, which t<> us,

unskilled in the mechanic art-, appear t<» be the very em-

bodiment of inventive ingenuity. Therefore, it is nee

aary tor us to curb our admiration and try to look at these

productions from the standpoint of the mechanic. ^ e

111 1
1 — t do this to pass upon the question of patentable in-

vention, for invention is not relative hut absolute, and in

the present case it must he gauged ^y the standard <>f

those -killed in the art. We can only do this by placing
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ourselves in such a position, as by an examination of the

prior art, that we shall be able to judge of what from their

standpoint would be invention and what would be mere

mechanical skill. The presence of invention is not

proven by the fact that the machine has been used ex-

tnisively. This has been repeatedly held by the Supreme

Court, even as late as April 10, 1893, in the case of Chant

v>. Waller, 63 Off. Gaz., 910. The reasons why such use

cannot be of much weight are cogently set forth in Mo

clam vs. Ortmeyer, 141 U. 8., 419.

In eases where extensive use has tended to influence

this question, it will be found that the device has sup-

planted all others by reason of its inherent merit. But

no such conclusion as this can be reached from the testi-

mony in the present case. The thirty mills which Smith

and his partners have sold have not driven the others

out, The evidence shows sharp competition upon mere

business lines. The manufacturers of each mill have

done their best to praise and sell their machine- There

is opportunity for wide selection, and the fact that Smith

has been able to sell his machines is due to his being in

the direct business, and he could have sold them inde-

pendently of the presence of invention and on lines

wholly within the domain of business tact and push. The

evidence of Hanson (page :}<*>4 of printed record) is in-

structive upon this point. Enthusiasm and admiration

ealled forth by the "sensitive knife-edge bearings " re-

ceives a check by his answer to X.-Q. 82, page 386,

which plainly shows how much boasting there in in the

matter.

In conclusion, we submit that what Smith has done
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does not amount to invention, but on the contrary his

production falls within the familiar language of the Su-

preme Court in Atlantic Works vs. Brady, 107 U.. S.,

192, where on pages 199 and 200 Mr. Justice Bradley

said: 'The process of development in manufactures

creates a constant demand for new appliances, which the

skill of ordinary head workmen and engineers is eren-

erally adequate to devise, and which, indeed, are the

natural and proper outgrowth of such development. Each

step forward prepares the way for the next, and each is

usually taken by spontaneous trials and attempts in a

hundred different places. To grant to a single party a

monopoly of every slight advance made, except where the

exercise of invention somewhat above ordinary mechan-

ical or engineering skill is distinctly shown, is unjust in

principle and injurious in its consequences. The de-

sign of the patent laws is to reward those who make some

substantia] discovery or invention which adds to our

knowledge and makes a step in advance in the useful arts

Such inventors are worthy of all favor. It was never

the object of those laws to grant a monopoly for every

trifling device, every shadow of a shade of an idea which

would naturally and spontaneously occur to any skilled

mechanic or operator in the ordinary progress of manu-

factures. Such an indiscriminate creation of exclusive

privileges lends rather to obstruct than to stimulate in-

vention. It creates a class of speculative schemers who

make it their business to watch the advancing wave of

improvement and gather its foam in the form of patented

monopolies, which enable them to lay a heavy tax upon

the industry of the countrv without contributing any-
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thing to the real advancement of the arts. It embarrasses

the honest pursuit of business with fears and appre-

hensions of concealed liens and unknown liabilities to

lawsuits and vexatious accountings for profits made in

good faith."

Respectfully submitted.

WM. F. BOOTH,

JNO. A. WRIGHT,
Solicitors for Appellant.




